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What ODCA Found
The District’s overtime paid from local funds increased by 167 
percent in six years, from $40.5 million in FY 2011 to $108.2 million 
in FY 2017, including 41 employees who more than doubled their 
annual salaries by working overtime. Major contributors were the 
Metropolitan Police Department and Fire and Emergency Medical 
Services Department, whose overtime use has been reviewed 
previously. Also experiencing increases were the Department of 
Youth Rehabilitation Services (DYRS), the Department of Public 
Works (DPW), the Department of Forensic Sciences (DFS), and the 
Department of Corrections (DOC) whose policies and procedures 
were reviewed by ODCA.

Insufficient permanent staff was a common element in three of the 
four agencies. For instance, DOC has seen extensive growth in the 
District’s inmate population from about 1,600 a few years ago to 
around 2,100 in September 2017. This growth has required DOC 
to create, through overtime, about 60 recurring posts daily for 
safety and security. DFS has kept up with growing responsibilities 
assigned to its Crime Scene Services Division using overtime. DPW 
has used existing staff on overtime for parking enforcement along 
the Street Car route. 

At DYRS, unauthorized staff absences were a large contributor 
to overtime use, requiring other staff to work overtime to fill 
necessary positions. 

ODCA examined policies and practices on overtime documentation 
at the four agencies, and found instances of failure to comply 
with DCHR’s guidance for overtime authorization and lax internal 
controls, creating a risk of waste, fraud, and abuse. One audited 
agency, DFS, used a paper overtime approval system until March 
2016, but changed to an electronic one that could serve as a model 
for a District-wide switch to electronic overtime approval records. 

Executive Summary

Why ODCA Did This Audit
ODCA conducted this audit to:

1. Understand the drivers of overtime at four 
agencies and make recommendations to reduce 
costs to taxpayers and;

2. Determine whether overtime internal controls at 
DFS, DYRS, DPW, and DOC are consistent with 
the District’s Department of Human Resources 
(DCHR) guidelines and agency policies and 
procedures, and are sufficient to prevent waste, 
fraud, and abuse. 

What ODCA Recommends
 ■ District agencies including the four audited 

agencies should take steps to minimize the 
use of overtime, including staffing needs 
assessments and permanent hires where 
possible and – in the case of DYRS – should 
improve management to minimize unauthorized 
absences.

 ■ DYRS, DPW, and DFS should consistently 
comply with DCHR’s guidance that overtime 
requests and approvals be documented with 
an approval form. These agencies should also 

improve their policies and internal controls to 
minimize the opportunities for waste, fraud, 
and abuse. 

 ■ DCHR should implement an electronic overtime 
request and approval system through the 
District’s personnel time management system, 
PeopleSoft, and should strengthen existing 
regulations on overtime approvals. 

See the report for specific recommendations to  
each agency.

For more information, contact  
diane.shinn@dc.gov, 202-727-3600.

mailto:Diane.Shinn%40dc.gov?subject=More%20information%20please


OVERTIME spending in D.C. is up 167%, climbing 
from $40.5 million in fiscal year 2011 to $108.2 million 
in fiscal year 2017.

Percentage locally funded District 
overtime is public safety related

Year Paid Family Leave was introduced, 
likely increasing overtime needs

ODCA recommends that District agencies:

 ■ Use overtime approval forms to reduce the possibility of payment 
errors or fraud.

 ■ Create and enforce policies that require cross-checking time 
entries with approval forms to reduce the likelihood of payment 
errors or fraud.
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1 Minimize the need for overtime where possible.
 ■ Hire permanent staff where necessary to reduce the need to fill 
positions using overtime.

2 Improve internal controls to increase documentation 
and verification.

Implement a District-wide electronic overtime 
documentation and approval system.3

Read the full report at www.dcauditor.org/overtime or scan this code
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Overtime spending in the District of Columbia has more than doubled over the past six fiscal years. In 
FY 2011, the District spent $40.5 million in local funds1 on overtime work performed by government 
employees. As Figure 1 below demonstrates, that amount has grown each subsequent year; as of 2017 
payments have ballooned to $108.2 million, a 167 percent increase.

The largest users of overtime are public safety and law enforcement agencies, including the 
Metropolitan Police Department (MPD), Fire and Emergency Medical Services (FEMS), the Department 
of Corrections (DOC), and the Department of Youth Rehabilitation Services (DYRS). Combined, these 
four agencies accounted for more than 68 percent of the $108.2 million in overtime spending in FY 2017, 

with MPD ($32.2 million) and FEMS ($20.9 million) leading the group. Other municipal service providers 
also spent large amounts on overtime, however, including the Department of Public Works (DPW) ($8.8 
million), the Department of General Services (DGS) ($4.8 million), and the District of Columbia Public 
Schools (DCPS) ($2.8 million). Figure 2 on the following page shows the overtime spending of select 
District agencies for FY 2017, with public safety agencies listed in dark blue.
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Figure 1:  Local Funds Overtime Spending, FY11 to FY17 
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1. All overtime analysis and figures in this report refer to “local funds,” which primarily represent money spent from the District’s three main tax revenue sources—property, sales, and income 
taxes. This does not include additional overtime paid from federal grant funds, enterprise funds, or special purpose revenue funds or overtime later reimbursed by the federal government.
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The growth in District overtime spending—which accelerated substantially in FY 2016 and FY 2017—has 
occurred across many of these same agencies, including MPD, FEMS, DOC, DPW, and DYRS. Some of 
this growth is readily explainable. For instance, beginning in FY 2015 the District implemented a paid 
family leave program for government employees that guaranteed eight weeks of paid leave per year to 
care for an ill family member or for the birth or adoption of a child.2 To cover employee absences during 
this program, agencies that are required to maintain service (particularly public safety agencies like 
MPD and FEMS) likely saw increased overtime use. Figure 3 on the following page shows that between 
FY 2013 (two years before paid leave took effect) and FY 2017, the total number of overtime hours at 
MPD, FEMS, DPW, and the Child and Family Services Agency (CFSA) increased from 1.34 million hours 
to 1.50 million hours (12 percent), according to statistics provided by the District’s Department of Human 
Resources (DCHR). Partially because of this increase in overtime use, overtime costs at these four 

agencies increased from a total of $33.7 million in FY 2013 to $63.0 million in FY 2017.

Figure 2: Local Funds Overtime Spending for Select Agencies in FY17

2. Paid family leave is triggered by one of the following qualifying events: 
(A) The birth of a child of the employee; 
(B) The legal placement of a child with the employee (such as through adoption, guardianship, or foster care); 
(C) The placement with the employee of a child for whom the employee permanently assumes and discharges parental responsibilities; or 
(D) The care of a family member of the employee who has a serious health condition. 
See D.C. Code § 1-612.03c(g)(4).
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At FEMS family leave use has created a strain on personnel. Following the passage of the District’s paid 
family leave program for government employees in 2014, the average monthly number of hours of family 
leave used by FEMS staff increased from just 4 in FY 2014 to 3,093 in FY 2015 and 5,397 in FY 2016. This 
use was projected to increase the agency’s need to use overtime to fill empty positions by an estimated 
$3.75 million in FY 2017, according to FEMS.

The implementation of paid family leave was only one factor in overtime growth across the District, 
however. The District has also increased employee salaries across the board through annual 3 percent 
cost of living adjustments in FYs 2015, 2016, and 2017. These adjustments have, likewise, increased the 
cost of overtime by a comparable amount.

Additionally, various agencies experienced overtime spending growth due to specific operational needs. 
For instance, both MPD and FEMS incurred overtime costs related to the presidential inauguration in 
January 2017. For the three-day period encompassing the day before the inauguration, the day of the 
inauguration, and the day following (which was the day of the Women’s March on Washington), MPD 
indicated the agency spent $3.47 million on overtime. For the inauguration itself, FEMS told ODCA 
the agency spent $1.19 million on staff overtime. The federal government later reimbursed the District 
for these expenditures, according to MPD and FEMS. Those reimbursements are not included in the 
calculations of total overtime in Figures 1 and 2 above, as ODCA could not independently verify the 
specific amounts. Additionally, FEMS began paying overtime at time-and-a-half (1.5 times the usual 
hourly rate) after 42 hours rather than after 53 hours worked in an average work week based on the 
settlement of a long-running contract dispute with Washington D.C. Fire Fighters Association Local 36, 
the union representing firefighters. This requirement accounted for most of the increase in overtime at 
FEMS, according to the agency.
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Overtime growth has multiple explanations, including the increases at DOC, DYRS, and DPW. Figure 
4 above shows how costs at several District agencies changed from FY 2015 to FY 2017. While some 
agencies—including the DGS, DCPS and the Office of Unified Communications (OUC)—experienced 
decreases in total overtime spending, these decreases are the exception, not the rule. Overall, the 
general trend has been significant growth in spending.

One result of the growth is that dozens of full-time District employees more than doubled their 
annual salary by working overtime in FY 2017. According to data provided to ODCA by the Office of 
the Chief Financial Officer (OCFO)’s Office of Pay and Retirement Services (OPRS) for that year, 41 
District employees worked so much overtime that they received additional pay that surpassed their 
base salaries. Mirroring the overall spending that Figure 2 presents above, most of these District 
government employees also work in public safety roles, such as at MPD, FEMS, and DOC. Of the 41 
full-time individuals across the District government who earned more in overtime than in regular 
salary, 16 worked for MPD, 11 worked for DOC, and 1 worked for FEMS. All told, 421 full-time District 
government employees made between 50 percent and 100 percent of their base salary in overtime in 
FY 2017, again mostly in public safety roles. Figure 5 shows the breakdown of agencies where the 421 
who employees made more than 50 percent of their base salary in overtime in FY 2017.
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Figure 4: Change in Local Funds Overtime Spending FY15 to FY17
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Increasing Overtime Increases Risk
Increased growth in overtime spending and the high number of individuals who work large amounts of 
overtime create a number of inherent risks. First, there is a risk that taxpayer dollars are not being used 
efficiently and that individuals may be receiving payment for overtime they did not work, either through 
fraud or error. Second, excessive overtime means some District employees are working longer hours on 
less rest, creating a higher risk of inattentiveness that can lead to injury to themselves or others, and 
potentially threaten to undermine an agency’s mission.

Several previous audits and studies of local government agencies across the United States have 
highlighted these risks. For example, a 2016 audit of police overtime in Seattle by that city’s auditor 
found overtime errors and inefficiencies, including more than $160,000 in potential duplicate payments 
to officers.3 Similarly, a February 2017 audit of fire department overtime by the City of Sacramento 
Auditor found insufficient documentation supporting overtime use, including a lack of sufficient internal 
controls that increased risk.4 A June 2017 audit by the King County Auditor’s Office in Washington state 
found a direct correlation between the number of hours of overtime worked by King County sheriff 
officers and the likelihood of “negative incidents” occurring the following week, including accidents, 
uses of force, ethics violations, and professionalism complaints.5 

Adding to the risks found in other local governments are previously identified lapses in the District’s 

Figure 5: Breakdown by Agency of 421 D.C. Employees  
Who Made 50 Percent or More of Their Salary in Overtime in FY17

3. Office of the Seattle City Auditor. Seattle Police Department Overtime Controls Audit. (City of Seattle, 2016).

4. City of Sacramento Auditor. Audit of Fire Department Overtime Use. (City of Sacramento, 2017).

5. King County Auditor. King County Sheriff ’s Office Overtime: Better Strategy Could Reduce Hidden Costs and Safety Risks. (King County, 2017).

Agency # of Employees

Metropolitan Police Department (MPD)* 153

Department of Corrections (DOC)* 96

Department of General Services(DGS) 51

Fire and Emergency Medical Services (FEMS)* 39

Department of Public Works (DPW) 33

District of Columbia Public Schools (DCPS) 14

Office of Unified Communications (OUC) 14

Department of Youth Rehabilitation Services (DYRS)* 10

Special Education Transportation (SET) 7

District Department of Transportation (DDT) 2

Department of Behavioral Health (DBH) 1

University of the District of Columbia (UDC) 1

Total 421
*Public safety agencies       
 Source: ODCA analysis of OPRS data
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own management of overtime payments. In 1997, the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) 
found that the District’s overtime costs (at the time $82.9 million and 6 percent of total salary costs) 
were higher than those of surrounding jurisdictions. The GAO said the District lacked controls designed 
to reduce the risk of fraud, such as requiring written justification for overtime work.6 A 2009 audit by 
the OCFO’s Office of Integrity and Oversight found “blatant time and attendance fraud” within DPW’s 
Solid Waste Management Administration (SWMA) with staff members being paid for work they did not 
perform.7 The report also highlighted the disproportionate distribution of overtime among employees 
within two of DPW’s administrations (SWMA and the Fleet Management Administration)—a small 
number of employees within these units worked a large number of overtime hours. 

The District’s Office of the Inspector General (OIG) also has issued reports relating to specific agencies 
that have uncovered problems relating to overtime spending. In 2006, a review of overtime at DCPS 
found that overtime payments were not properly authorized and lacked the required overtime request 
forms. Further, the review said DCPS did not maintain all the required documentation to support many 
overtime payments.8  Another OIG report from 2013 said that FEMS used excessive amounts of overtime 
to fill absences and vacant positions.9 

Because of these risks to taxpayers and government employees resulting from the sheer increase in 
overtime payments and the potential for improper management, the Office of the District of Columbia 
Auditor (ODCA) initiated an audit of overtime policies, procedures, and practices in the District of 
Columbia. This audit is intended to identify drivers of overtime and lapses in internal controls that 
increase the risk of waste, fraud, and abuse. The review includes recommendations to reduce costs and 
improve accountability.

6. Government Accountability Office. District of Columbia Government - Overtime Costs Exceed Those of Neighboring Governments. (Government Printing Office, 1997).

7. Office of The Chief Financial Officer. Audit of Overtime Approval and Monitoring at the Department of Public Works. (Government of the District of Columbia, 2009).

8. Office of the Inspector General. Audit of the District of Columbia Public Schools Overtime. (Government of the District of Columbia, 2006).

9. Office of the Inspector General. FEMS Fails to Address Critical Staffing Shortages. (Government of the District of Columbia, 2013).
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Objectives
At the DC Auditor’s discretion and consistent with ODCA’s mission to improve the effectiveness, 
efficiency, and accountability of District government, ODCA conducted this audit of overtime policies, 
procedures, and practices to better understand the drivers behind the recent growth in spending at 
various District agencies and to determine whether those policies, procedures, and practices present a 
significant risk of waste, fraud, or abuse of taxpayer dollars. 

The objectives of the audit were to:

 ■ Develop an understanding of the root causes and drivers of overtime spending at the agencies 
audited and recommend ways that the agencies and District can improve personnel practices to 
reduce overtime use and cost.

 ■ Determine whether the internal controls of the audited agencies are consistent with the guidance 
issued by DCHR and the agencies’ own policies and procedures on overtime approvals, and whether 
those internal controls practiced are sufficient to minimize the risk of waste, fraud, or abuse.

Scope
The initial scope for this audit included review of overtime spending by all District agencies for fiscal years 
2014 through 2017. After ODCA selected agencies for review, the scope also included overtime payments 
made to District government employees by those agencies in fiscal year 2016.

ODCA did not examine overtime in every District agency but instead conducted a risk assessment 
to determine which agencies to audit. ODCA staff examined total overtime spending by all District 
agencies for FYs 2014, 2015, and 2016 and weighed the overall change in spending against levels of 
risk identified from previous audits or other investigations as well as other factors, such as age of the 
agency and sensitivity of mission. Based on the risk assessment, ODCA selected four District agencies for 
review. Below is a list of the four agencies selected as well as a summary of their primary missions and 
responsibilities.

 ■ The Department of Corrections (DOC): DOC’s mission is “to provide a safe, secure, orderly, and 
humane environment for the confinement of pretrial detainees and sentenced inmates, while 
affording those in custody meaningful rehabilitative opportunities for successful community 
reintegration.” The department operates the District’s two detention facilities–The Central Detention 
Facility and the Correctional Treatment Facility–that together house approximately 2,100 inmates 
(as of September 2017). 

Objectives, Scope, and 
Methodology 
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 ■ The Department of Public Works (DPW): DPW’s mission is “to provide environmentally healthy  
municipal services that are both ecologically sound and cost effective.” The agency includes three 
major administrations—Solid Waste Management, Parking Enforcement, and Fleet Management—
that are responsible for carrying out that mission. Solid Waste Management handles trash, 
recycling, leaf, and litter can collection as well as street and alley cleaning and snow removal. 
The Parking Enforcement Administration handles parking citations and towing of vehicles. Fleet 
Management takes care of the District government vehicle fleet, including regular maintenance, 
fuel services, and new vehicle acquisitions.

 ■ The Department of Youth Rehabilitation Services (DYRS): DYRS’s mission is “to give court-
involved youth the opportunity to become more productive citizens by building on the strengths of 
youths and their families in the least restrictive, most homelike environment consistent with public 
safety.” The agency provides supervision, custody, and care for juveniles who have been charged 
with a delinquent act and are either: 1) awaiting adjudication; or 2) committed to a DYRS facility 
for a term period as part of a sentence. The agency operates two facilities in the District—New 
Beginnings and the Youth Service Center—which can collectively house 148 youths at full capacity.

 ■ The Department of Forensic Sciences (DFS): DFS’s mission is “to provide high-quality, timely, 
accurate, and reliable forensic science” using “best available technology and practices, unbiased 
science, and transparency with the overall goal of enhancing public health and safety.” The 
agency serves as the District’s “CSI” service, collecting and processing criminal evidence from 
crime scenes and providing the results of that collection and analysis to the judicial system.

These agencies vary in size and budget, from DPW with a FY 2017 budget of approximately $172 million 
and 1,463 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) employees to DFS with a budget of $24 million and an FTE count 
of 195.2. Figure 6 below shows each of the agencies’ FY 2017 budgets, FTE counts, overtime budgets, 
and overtime spending. As the figure makes clear, all four of the agencies exceeded their approved 
overtime budgets in FY 2017 by a significant amount, with DOC spending more than double the agency’s 
approved budget. While this shows  DFS spending more than four times the approved amount, the new 
agency faced the unique situation of its mission expanding faster than hiring and training could match, 
which is explained in an October 2, 2017, letter to ODCA included here as Appendix A. 

Figure 6:  Selected Agency Budget and Spending for FY17

Agency FY 2017 Budget FY 2017  
FTE Count

FY 2017 
OT Budget 

FY 2017 
OT Spending

DOC $146,923,266 1,162.0 $7,515,745 $15,345,112

DPW $172,267,587 1,463.0 $4,738,407 $8,763,789

DYRS $101,872,794 554.5 $2,700,000 $4,910,189

DFS $24,076,399 195.2 $89,248 $391,644
Source: District of Columbia FY 2018 Approved Budget and SOAR

Notes: Overtime budget and spending represent local funds only. Not included are federal grants or special revenue funds.

ODCA chose these agencies based on several factors. Among those was the percent change in overtime 
spending between FY 2014 and FY 2016 (FY 2017 data was not yet available when the audit team was 
selecting agencies for review). Each of the four agencies experienced substantial annual overtime 
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10. Office of the District of Columbia Auditor. D.C. Spent $41 Million in Emergency Contingency Funds Responding to Winter Storm Jonas, and Could Have Saved Money through Negotiation 
and Improved Management of Retainer Contracts. (Government of the District of Columbia, 2017). and Office of the Chief Financial Officer. Audit of Overtime Approval and Monitoring at 
the Department of Public Works. (Government of the District of Columbia, 2009).

11. Government Accountability Office. District of Columbia Government - Overtime Costs Exceed Those of Neighboring Governments. (Government Printing Office, 1997).

12. ODCA chose not to include MPD or FEMS in this review. While the agencies represent the largest overtime spenders in the District, their role protecting residents requires overtime to fill 
gaps in service. Further, ODCA judged that both agencies are subject to sufficient government scrutiny to provide accountability.

spending growth during this period: DOC’s overtime grew from $3.7 million to $9.7 million; DPW’s, from 
$6.4 million to $7.2 million; DYRS’s, from $2.7 million to $4.3 million; and DFS’s, from approximately 
$13,000 to $402,000. As Figure 6 above shows, overtime costs grew even more in all these agencies 
except DFS in FY 2017. 

In addition, ODCA assessed the risk of waste, fraud, and abuse at these agencies based on a review 
of their policies and procedures as well as information from previous audits, investigations, and news 
reports regarding misuse of taxpayer dollars. For example, previous audits of the DPW by ODCA and 
other District agencies, including the previously mentioned 2009 audit by the OCFO, found misuse and 
abuse of funds related to the District’s snow removal program and “blatant time and attendance fraud” 
with regard to the DPW’s use of overtime.10 GAO’s 1997 audit found that DOC’s overtime costs at the 
time represented a staggering 17.8 percent of the agency’s salary payments due to an extreme shortage 
of personnel.11 

In assessing risk, ODCA also considered the age of an agency. DFS was included because, in addition 
to its large overtime spending growth, the District created the agency just five years ago. As a new 
agency, DFS recently developed policies and procedures to govern appropriate staff behavior, including 
overtime documentation and verification. And finally, ODCA selected agencies with a wide variety of 
missions to better understand the reasons agencies use overtime and the demands that drive that use.12 

Methodology
This audit is based on research, data collection, and analysis by ODCA staff. The research and analysis 
combines information gathered by the audit team from sources that include District government 
financial and data systems, official government documents, and interviews with officials at the audited 
agencies as well as DCHR and OPRS.

ODCA began by reviewing previous reports and audits on overtime spending both within the District 
of Columbia and in cities nationwide to understand the scope and potential risks that result from 
insufficient policies and procedures. 

Second, ODCA catalogued overtime documentation and approval requirements within the District of 

Columbia generally and each of the four agencies specifically by reviewing the District of Columbia 
Code (DC Code), the District of Columbia Municipal Regulations, the District’s Personnel Manual (DPM) 
issued by DCHR, relevant federal laws and regulations such as the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), 
and supplemental policies and procedures issued by the four agencies. ODCA also reviewed all relevant 
collective bargaining agreements between the agencies and their respective employee unions. This 
allowed ODCA to create a set of criteria against which to measure whether agencies have complied with 
their requirements under relevant laws and policies.

Third, ODCA obtained from OPRS a series of datasets for FY 2016. They contain, for each of the four 
audited agencies, a list of each employee who was paid overtime and the number of overtime hours paid 
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to that employee for each pay period in FY 2016. These datasets were large, ranging in size from 1,635 
cases (DFS) to 24,281 cases (DPW). ODCA constructed two samples of employee overtime payments for 
each agency to test compliance with DCHR’s guidance and each agency’s policies and procedures. The 
first was a simple random sample of 25 individual employee-pay period records, chosen via a random 
number generator. ODCA constructed the second sample by obtaining a list of the top five overtime 
earners in each agency for FY 2016 and using a random number generator to select four pay periods 
to review, resulting in another 20 cases for testing in each agency.13 The four randomly selected two-
week pay periods based on pay period end date were: April 30, 2016; May 28, 2016; July 23, 2016; and 
September 3, 2016.

Fourth, ODCA combined the two samples and tested a total of 45 individual employee-pay period 
records for each of the four agencies audited.14 To do this, ODCA requested that DOC, DPW, DYRS, and 
DFS provide the project team access to all overtime authorization forms for FY 2016. The team pulled 
the forms matching the employees and pay periods selected in the samples. ODCA then compared the 
hours of overtime authorized by those forms against the number of hours the District paid staff to work 
during the pay period. The comparison allowed the team to determine whether the agencies complied 
with documentation requirements for overtime work. In cases where ODCA could not immediately find 
a perfect match between hours authorized and hours paid, ODCA worked with the agency to determine 
whether it could locate any missing records prior to reaching a conclusion about overall compliance.

Fifth, based on the results of the testing, ODCA determined whether each of the four agencies complied 
with DCHR’s guidance to officially document overtime approvals. Although ODCA tested only a fraction 
of the total number of cases for FY 2016, the nature of random sampling allows ODCA to be reasonably 
confident the findings are valid as long as the sample is large enough. Using GAO’s recommended 
approach for sampling control tests, ODCA’s sample size of 45 means that ODCA should expect to see 
no more than one mismatch between authorized and paid overtime hours to be 90 percent confident that 
the agency was properly following DCHR’s internal control guidance.15 

Finally, ODCA requested information and documentation from each agency regarding the drivers of 
overtime costs. This included budget documents, staffing assessments, service agreements and contracts, 
memorandums of understanding, and email correspondence. ODCA independently reviewed this 
information and supplemented it with additional data pulled from the District’s financial accounting system 
and other sources. This process allowed ODCA to develop an understanding of the main causes of overtime 
at each of the four agencies and to craft recommendations designed to help reduce the overall cost to 
District taxpayers.

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing 
Standards (GAGAS). Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, 
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit 
objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and 
conclusions based on our audit objectives. 

13. For DPW, one of the top five overtime earning employees only received overtime hours in one of the four pay periods selected, resulting in only 17 additional cases for that agency. For 
DFS, one of the top five overtime earning employees only received overtime hours in three of the four pay periods selected, resulting in only 19 additional cases for that agency.

14. For DPW the number was 42 cases, and for DFS, the number was 44 cases. (see previous footnote).

15. Government Accountability Office. GAO/PCIE Financial Audit Manual. (Government Printing Office, 2008). Pp. 450-453.
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Audit Results and 
Recommendations

ODCA’s findings from its review of overtime use at DOC, DPW, DYRS, and DFS are described in two 
following sections:

I. Drivers of Overtime at Audited Agencies

II. Compliance with DCHR Guidance and Agency Specific Overtime Policies and Procedures

I. Drivers of Overtime at Audited Agencies
This section focuses on the factors that have driven increases in overtime costs at the four agencies. 
As part of its analysis, ODCA reviewed budget documents, internal agency staffing assessments and 
evaluations, agreements for services, contracts, memorandums of understanding, and correspondence 
provided by each agency. Using this information, ODCA developed an understanding of why overtime 
costs have risen so substantially between FY 2014 and FY 2017. Overall, the goal of ODCA’s analysis is to 
develop findings and recommendations to help reduce overtime and the cost to District taxpayers.

Chronic, unexcused staff absences at DYRS have substantially increased the agency’s overtime use.

In FY 2013 DYRS enacted a new time and attendance policy with the goal of curbing excessive employee 
absenteeism through strict disciplinary measures for tardiness and unauthorized absences.16 The policy 
mandated progressive discipline up to termination after the sixth occurrence of tardiness or the fourth 
unauthorized absence within a six-month period. The policy replaced a more lenient directive, issued in 
2008, which allowed for up to eight instances of tardiness or unauthorized absence before termination.

The agency, however, did not properly negotiate these new disciplinary measures with the union 
representing DYRS’s program staff, resulting in a grievance with the District’s Public Employee 
Relations Board (PERB). Ultimately, in October 2014, the PERB granted the union’s request that DYRS 
rescind the policy and all related disciplinary actions. This forced DYRS to return to its more permissive 
2008 policy. 

Over the next two years, DYRS experienced a large number of unauthorized absences. These absences, 
termed “absent without leave” (AWOL) or “absent without pay” (AWOP), meant that thousands of 
work hours had to be covered by other employees—often through overtime —to maintain the agency’s 
staffing requirements. In FY 2015, DYRS reported a total of 2,787 hours (or equivalent to 348 eight-hour 
shifts) involving staff members who were AWOL or AWOP. In FY 2016, this number increased to 3,034 
hours—an amount equivalent to 379 eight-hour shifts, or more than one shift per day, on average. Figure 

16. DFS’s time and attendance policy covers non-probationary Youth Development Representatives (YDRs) and account for the majority of DYRS’s employees.
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7 below shows the number of staff hours DYRS employees have been AWOL or AWOP for fiscal years 
2015-2017.

In FY 2016, the agency negotiated a new time and attendance policy, effective July 6, on discipline and 
termination for unauthorized absences. But, despite the tougher standards, the new policy has not curbed 
the problem. Indeed, the opposite has occurred: The number of hours that spent AWOL or AWOP grew 
substantially.

Figure 7: Total DYRS AWOL/AWOP Hours and Equivalent FTEs, FY15 to FY17

 

*FTE stands for Full-Time Equivalent Employees, a measure of the number of full time staff an agency employs.

Source: ODCA analysis of data provided by DYRS

As Figure 7 shows, DYRS reported a total of 9,204 hours for FY 2017 of staff either AWOL or AWOP—a 
more than threefold increase from the year before. This increase may be attributable to clearer 
guidelines for managers for how and when to classify their staff’s absences as unauthorized along with 
increased enforcement of those policies. Nonetheless, unauthorized leave still represents a significant 
driver of controllable overtime for the agency. In total, that amount of unauthorized leave adds up to 
more than four full-time equivalent employees (at 2,080 hours per year per employee). When the agency 
must pay other full-time employees to cover these unexcused absences at an overtime rate, it must 
spend thousands of dollars annually on overtime.

Despite the increases in AWOL and AWOP hours, there have been surprisingly few terminations of DYRS staff 
for unauthorized absences or excessive tardiness. Based on data provided to ODCA by DYRS, the agency 
terminated just two individuals between FY 2013 and FY 2017 for those reasons (one in FY 2016 and another 
in FY 2017). DYRS did state that there could have been additional terminations due to poor attendance, but 
these two were the only ones coded as such in the agency’s records. This suggests that DYRS is not enforcing 
its time and attendance penalties and may be incorrectly coding staff terminations, not reflecting that they 
were due to poor attendance.

While AWOL and AWOP employees do not represent most absences at DYRS, they are a contributor to 
the total amount of time off taken by employees each year. Additionally, unlike sick leave, annual leave, 
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and paid family leave, unauthorized leave represents abuse of the leave system that DYRS has the 
authority and responsibility to prevent.

ODCA recommends that within the next six months, DYRS revise the agency’s time, attendance, and 
hiring practices to strengthen enforcement and prevention of unauthorized leave. These changes could 
involve stricter and more consistent enforcement of punishments for violations of policies, increased 
training of new hires to clarify the conduct expected of them, increased use of background checks or 
references regarding an employee’s attendance record at previous jobs, or other measures. 

In addition, ODCA also recommends that DYRS strengthen performance requirements for managers 
to include proper supervision of subordinates’ attendance. Ultimately, managers must enforce the 
agency’s time and attendance policies, and DYRS should make this clear. The agency should require 
managers to report on unauthorized subordinate absences to the agency’s HR staff and develop and 
implement penalties for managers who do not comply with those policies. 

Recommendation 1
Within six months, DYRS should strengthen internal controls and prevent abuse of leave by 
employees through additional oversight and better management.

DPW spent $1,139,580 beyond its approved FY 2017 overtime budget enforcing ticketing and 
towing of parked vehicles, largely along the DC Streetcar route as a result of a memorandum of 
understanding with DDOT. DPW could save almost $200,000 annually if directly appropriated the 
funding to cover the needed FTEs.

In FY 2015, DPW and the District Department of Transportation (DDOT) entered into a memorandum 
of understanding (MOU) regarding parking enforcement along H Street and Benning Road NE to allow 
the unimpaired operation of the DC Streetcar. Under this MOU, DPW issues citations and tows cars that 
are parked along the route of the DC Streetcar during its operating hours. DPW then bills DDOT for the 
hourly costs of providing those services and DDOT reimburses DPW through an intra-district transfer of 
funds from a special purpose revenue fund that is administered by the director of DDOT.17 

DPW does not have dedicated funding or FTEs associated with providing these services. As a result, all 
parking enforcement for the DC streetcar is paid through overtime to DPW employees whose normal 
job involves other work. Indeed, the MOU indicates that only overtime will be used to cover DPW 
enforcement—the MOU calculates the total cost of services for parking officers, tow truck operators, and 
supervisors based solely on an overtime rate. See Figure 8 on the following page for a reproduction of the 
FY 2017 cost breakdown provided to ODCA by DPW. 

17. See D.C. Code § 50-921.13, The “District Department of Transportation Enterprise Fund for Transportation Initiatives”.
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Figure 8: Reproduction of DPW’s Cost Estimate for Streetcar Enforcement, FY 2017

Weekly  
Schedule

Wkly 
Hours Reg Rate OT Rate 31% 

overhead
Total Per/

Hr OT Total / Week Grand Total / 
Year

Parking Officer 17 $26.48 $39.72 $8.21 $47.93 $814.83 $42,371.14 

Parking Officer 17 $26.48 $39.72 $8.21 $47.93 $814.83 $42,371.14 

Supervisory 
Parking Officer 17 $31.16 $46.74 $9.66 $56.40 $958.72 $49,853.25 

MVO/Tow Crane 
Operator 67 $26.93 $40.40 $8.35 $48.75 $3,266.35 $169,850.03 

MVO/Tow Crane 
Operator 67 $26.93 $40.40 $8.35 $48.75 $3,266.35 $169,850.03 

Supervisor/
MVO Tow Crane 

Operator
67 $30.67 $46.01 $9.51 $55.52 $3,719.76 $193,427.69 

Compter 
Assistant/IT 

Support
17 $25.61 $38.41 $7.94 $46.35 $787.89 $40,970.30 

Subtotal $708,693.59 

Equipment Hours 145 $4,016.50 $208,858.00 

Grand Total $917,551.59 
Source: DPW

As the figure shows, when DPW submitted its cost estimate to DDOT for FY 2017, all costs were 
calculated as overtime. ODCA determined this by taking the “Total/Week” cost estimate for each 
position and dividing it by the “Total Per/Hr OT” column in the chart. This equaled the “Wkly Hours” 
column, indicating that DPW expected to incur all expenses as overtime work. 

According to this chart, DPW and DDOT are spending thousands of taxpayer dollars on overtime for 
work that had been planned and agreed to months beforehand by the two agencies. Using the estimate 
provided by DPW for FY 2017 in Figure 8 above, ODCA calculated the cost of providing the same 
services without the use of overtime to be $721,779.87, or $195,771.71 less than DPW’s estimate of costs 
using overtime. 

ODCA recommends that the City Administrator determine whether DPW should continue to provide 
parking enforcement and towing services for the DC Streetcar operations. If DPW does continue to 
provide those services, ODCA recommends that the Mayor and Council consider providing adequate 
budget and FTEs to DPW to hire dedicated staff for this purpose. By gaining direct funding and FTE 
authority, DPW could hire necessary staff and negate the need for overtime while saving District 
taxpayers nearly $200,000 annually. 
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Recommendation 2
The City Administrator should develop and implement an option to secure parking and towing 
enforcement for the DC Streetcar operations that does not require use of overtime.

DFS exceeded the agency’s FY 2017 approved overtime budget of $89,248 by $302,396 to support 
the agency’s expanding mission while working to fully staff its Crime Scene Services Division. 

DFS is a relatively new District government agency, formed in FY 2013 to take over most evidence analysis 
and cataloging of nonviolent crime scenes from the MPD. At that time, DFS had initial staffing of 64 FTEs, 
a number that was not sufficient to properly manage the agency’s mission without the need for overtime. 
Over subsequent fiscal years, DFS received increases in budget and FTE authority, including a 50 FTE 
increase in FY 2014, an 18 FTE increase in FY 2015, and an 87 FTE increase in FY 2016. 

The FY 2016 increase in FTEs corresponded with an expansion of the agency’s mission to cover evidence 
cataloging and analysis of all crime scenes, not just nonviolent ones. Previously, MPD had maintained its 
role in investigating most violent crimes, but that job was transferred to DFS under the Safer, Stronger 
DC initiative of 2015. The expansion approximately doubled the number of crime scenes to which the 
agency responds annually. DFS provided ODCA with the information presented below in Figure 9, which 
shows the total number of crime scenes processed each fiscal year since the agency’s creation (including 
the first 10 months of FY17). DFS’s total number of crime scenes processed increased from 1,444 in FY 
2015 to 3,048 in FY 2016.

Figure 9: Crime Scenes Processed by DFS, FY14 to FY17

 2014

2015

2016

2017*

0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500

CRIME SCENE DO NOT CRO

CRIME SCENE DO NOT CROSS   CRIME SCENE DO NOT C

CRIME SCENE DO NOT CROSS   CRIME SCENE DO NO

CRI

* 2017 represents the first 10 months of the fiscal year (October 2016 – July 2017)

Once its mission expansion was finalized, DFS began staffing up its Crime Scene Sciences Division 
(CSSD) to accommodate the additional responsibilities. Nonetheless, the agency’s vacancy rate has 
remained high. By November 2016, the agency still had an overall vacancy rate of approximately 28 
percent with the CSSD at 34 percent. According to DFS, the primary reason for the high vacancy rate 
has been the large increase in authorized FTEs and difficulty in filling those positions quickly. Even once 
positions are filled, however, new staff members must undergo a rigorous training program before they 
formally begin service with the agency. Depending on the level of the position being filled, this process 
can take up to five months. Entry-level employees, for example, undertake a training academy program 
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that lasts up to four months, followed by a four-week field training and evaluation process. For new 
employees with previous experience, the training takes less time, but is still significant. 

DFS says that this lengthy process is necessary, but acknowledges that in the short term the process has 
resulted in continued use of overtime to respond to the growing workload. As a result, the agency spent 
$391,644 on overtime in FY 2017, exceeding the agency’s approved local funds budget of $89,248 by 
$302,396, or more than 300 percent. 

DFS states that this overtime is necessary to fulfill its goals. The agency’s mission requires its existing 
crime scene scientists to catalogue evidence rapidly after a crime has occurred to preserve evidence 
integrity for investigation and/or trial. DFS’s annual performance plan calls for the agency to have a 
crime scene scientist on site within 30 minutes, on average, after receiving a request for a scientist from 
the MPD. Due to the unpredictable nature and timing of crimes, the agency must have enough staff 
present at all times to cover the potential workload, which has required the use of overtime while the 
agency seeks to fill open positions. 

Further, DFS’s crime scene scientists are expected to stay on site at a crime scene until they have 
catalogued all the relevant evidence—and they often cannot predict how long that process will take. 
Employees are sometimes called out to a scene in the last few hours of their shift and expected to 
work overtime before going off the clock. Thus, overtime is viewed as a necessary component of DFS’s 
workload and underscores the reality that the agency cannot predict when crimes will occur or how 
long it will take a crime scene scientist to fully investigate a scene. Other factors cited by the agency 
as overtime drivers include a backlog in firearms and fingerprint cases and, as seen in other agencies, 
increases in staff use of paid family leave. 

ODCA understands that DFS’s work requires a rigorous, months-long training process that has 
contributed to the ongoing high vacancy rate at the agency. The agency received a large increase in 
funding and hiring authority (87 more FTEs) in FY 2016 in part due to its expansion under the Safer, 
Stronger DC initiative and has made progress in hiring additional staff since that time and it appears 
that overtime actuals are declining. 

Recommendation 3
DFS should maintain a comprehensive recruitment strategy that assesses the barriers to  
achieving a full staff complement (such as availability of qualified individuals, visibility of job 
postings, etc.) and identifies solutions that allow the agency to staff up fully by the close of  
FY 2018 (September 30, 2018). 

Given the rapid changes in DFS’s mission and caseload over just the past five years, ODCA recommends 
that DFS undertake a comprehensive staffing needs assessment to inform its annual budget request to 
the Mayor and Council. This assessment should include several basic components, among them data on 
the number of crime scenes investigated, average time per case spent cataloguing evidence, and staff 
leave use. Equally important, it should also include a detailed analysis of the agency’s overtime use over 
the past year. DFS should then determine whether the agency needs additional staff and, if so, request the 
additional budget and FTE authority necessary to limit overtime use while maintaining critical services.
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Recommendation 4
DFS should regularly assess personnel needs with respect to ongoing changes in the agency’s 
mission or caseload and ensure that the agency’s annual budget submission reflects the FTE 
levels necessary to minimize the need for overtime.

Insufficient staffing at DOC has led the agency to use overtime to fill necessary posts, but additional 
staff positions and funding provided in FY 2018 should reduce overtime costs.

DOC is responsible for maintaining a safe and secure correctional and rehabilitative environment 
for incarcerated individuals within the District of Columbia. The District’s two correctional facilities 
collectively house approximately 2,100 inmates (as of September 2017), requiring a 24-hour security 
presence. In addition, DOC staff also transport inmates to and from court appearances, take custody 
of inmates from MPD (called takeovers), and accompany inmates when they leave the facilities for 
any reason (such as a medical emergency). These responsibilities require DOC to have sufficient staff 
present at all times to keep order and to ensure the safety of both inmates and correctional officers, 
whether inside or outside of the facility. 

As recently as 2015, D.C.’s inmate population was much lower (approximately 1,600 versus 2,100). 
That year, according to a comprehensive staffing assessment DOC conducted in June 2017, the agency 
operated five fewer housing units within the Central Detention Facility (CDF). Because of the increased 
population, DOC has had to activate and staff those housing units—each of which holds approximately 
100 inmates—with enough correctional officers to monitor them. According to DOC, the agency needs 18 
FTEs per 100 inmates to cover 3 shifts of security (6 officers per shift). In addition, the larger population 
has also led to increases in the transportation requirements and number of medical takeovers (instances 
when an individual arrested by MPD is injured and DOC must take custody of them at a hospital), 
which require at least two additional correctional officers at all times. In total, DOC estimates that the 
population increases led to a need for approximately 115 additional FTEs beyond the agency’s FY 2017 
budgeted levels.18 

Without additional authorization and funding to hire more staff, DOC has covered many of the posts 
in recent years through overtime. DOC’s overtime policy requires the agency “to minimize the use of 
overtime to the extent practicable, consistent with the security and operations needs of the institutions 
and other units in the department.” Further, the policy says, overtime should be limited “to staff 
essential security posts and respond to emergency situations.” Consequently, DOC’s comprehensive 
staffing assessment estimates that the agency has created, through overtime, an average of 60 
recurring posts each day, which “have been deemed necessary to operate safely.” DOC’s overtime costs 
have increased more than threefold between FY 2015 and FY 2017, from $4.2 million to $15.3 million. 
Figure 10 below shows the relationship between DOC’s overtime use, facility population, and budgeted 
FTEs over that three-year period.

18. DOC’s staffing assessment stated that the agency needed an additional 125 FTEs to meet needs in total, but when ODCA summed the individual categories of FTEs needed, they only 
added up to 115.
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Figure 10: DOC’s Population, Total Budgeted FTEs, and  
Total Local Funds Overtime Spending, FY15 to FY17

1,176

1,162

Total  
Budgeted 
FTEs*
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FY 2017

$4,225,000

$15,345,000

1,628
Average 
Inmate 
Population

FY 2015

FY 2017 1,998

Total  Local 
Funds 
Overtime 
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FY 2015

FY 2017

 

*FTE stands for Full-Time Equivalent Employee, a measure of the number of full time staff an agency employs. Prior to the end of 
February 2017, DOC contracted out administration of the Correctional Treatment Facility to the Corrections Corporation of America. To 
facilitate a consistent comparison, however, the FTEs from that facility are included in the total FTE count for each year in this chart.

Sources: DOC inmate population averages are ODCA calculations based on data provided by DOC. Budgeted FTEs obtained from 
District’s FY 2015 and FY 2017 budgets. Total Local Funds Overtime Spending from SOAR.

Beginning on October 1, 2017 (the start of FY 2018), DOC received an additional $5,017,259 and 
authorization to hire 78 more correctional officers to “support the safety and security of the facilities 
and aid in the reduction of overtime.” That amount works out to $64,324 per additional FTE. ODCA 
conducted an analysis of DOC correctional officer salaries and benefits for FY 2017 with data provided 
by OPRS and similarly found that the average correctional officer makes $68,143 in salary and benefits 
(including healthcare, retirement, etc.). According to ODCA’s analysis, the average cost of paying one or 
more correctional officers to work the equivalent of a full year’s worth of overtime (40 hours x 52 weeks 
or 2,080 hours) is $86,558, or $18,415 more than hiring an additional officer. Overall, this analysis shows 
that DOC will likely save approximately $1,436,357 in net personnel costs by hiring the additional 78 
correctional officers. 

Even with 78 more officers, DOC would be 37 short of the 115 additional FTEs that they agency predicted 
it needed to minimize overtime use in the agency’s June 2017 staffing assessment. If that assessment 
correctly describes DOC’s needs, ODCA’s analysis of salary and benefit costs suggests that DOC could 
save approximately $681,349 more per year in net personnel costs if given the authority to hire an 
additional 37 correctional officers. 

Therefore, ODCA recommends that DOC continue to closely monitor staffing needs and overtime use 
while hiring the additional officers provided for in the FY 2018 budget. If DOC determines that additional 
staffing did not sufficiently minimize the need for overtime, ODCA recommends that the agency, to 
reduce overtime costs further, request additional funding and FTEs through the budget process. 
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Recommendation 5 
DOC should continue monitoring overtime use and FTE needs to determine whether the additional 
FTEs in the FY 2018 budget are sufficient for the agency to meet its mission with minimal need for 
overtime. If insufficient, the agency should inform the Mayor and Council of the need for more staff 
to further reduce overtime costs to taxpayers.

Likewise, ODCA recommends that policymakers pay close attention to DOC’s ongoing overtime use in 
FY 2018 and determine whether the additional 78 correctional officer positions allotted to the agency 
are sufficient to minimize overtime use. The agency should be required to provide detailed overtime 
spending information as part of the annual budget and performance oversight process and answer 
detailed questions at related hearings. If the Council determines the additional FTEs provided in 
FY 2018 are not sufficient to minimize overtime, it should increase the agency’s budget to support 
additional positions that will further reduce total personnel costs.

Recommendation 6
The Council should monitor DOC’s overtime use through the budget and performance oversight 
process and, if needed, modify the agency’s budget to allow DOC to hire additional FTEs and 
reduce the need for overtime.
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II. Compliance with DCHR Guidance and Agency Specific Overtime 
Policies and Procedures
DCHR’s overtime approval documentation guidance is insufficient to ensure District agencies 
document approval of overtime work in a way that minimizes the risk of wasteful or fraudulent 
payments.

District of Columbia government employees are paid based on records maintained in DCHR’s 
PeopleSoft database that essentially informs the Office of Pay and Retirement Services to issue 
paychecks based on time entered by individual employees and confirmed by designated supervisors. 
Employees record and supervisors (or designees) approve time worked by category, including “regular 
pay” and “overtime worked.”19 Chapter 11-B of the District’s Personnel Manual (DPM) includes provisions 
pertaining to payment for overtime work. DCHR provides additional overtime guidance in Instruction 
No. 11-88, effective November 23, 2016. That Instruction outlines classifications of District employees 
eligible to receive overtime and under what circumstances they may do so. It also lays out approval and 
documentation guidance that is over and above the routine payroll operations in PeopleSoft. DCHR 
states (emphasis added): 

“Overtime work must be officially ordered and 

approved in advance. Agency heads, and their 

designees, are authorized to order and approve 

overtime work provided the agency has sufficient 

funding available. Overtime should be approved 

using DCSF No. 11B-12, Request for Authorization 

of Overtime Work…. However, when responding 

to an immediate operational need, pre-approval 

may be memorialized in any written form, such as 

e-mail, and followed-up with the official overtime 

approval. Completed overtime forms and any 

supporting documentation should be submitted to 

the employee’s timekeeper for processing.”20 

In a discussion with DCHR, the agency made clear that the only requirement is that overtime “must 
be officially ordered and approved in advance.” DCHR also wrote that “the [statements beginning 
with should] refer to how the requirement for officially ordered and approved takes place. Agencies 
should use [form DCSF No. 11B-12], but they can come up with another mechanism for approving and 
evidencing the pre-approval of overtime.” As written, Instruction No. 11-88 does not mandate that 

19. Office of Pay and Retirement Services. Time and Labor Reporting Standard Operating Procedures. (Government of The District of Columbia, 2006). Pp. 5-6.

20. District of Columbia Human Resources Department. “District Personnel Instruction No. 11-88, Overtime.” (District of Columbia Government, 2016). P. 4.
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agencies create a paper trail for overtime approvals. Therefore, DCHR ultimately leaves it up to agencies 
to decide how best, or whether, to memorialize these approvals, providing guidance in the form of a 
sample approval form.

The lack of mandatory documentation requirements, however, can contribute to laxity in verifying 
overtime hours worked and creates a risk that agencies will not do so (which is borne out in subsequent 
findings in this report). ODCA also assessed the strength of internal controls at agencies—evidenced 
through each agency’s individual policies, procedures, and practices governing the approval and 
management of overtime—to determine the potential for waste, fraud, and abuse to occur. Through a 
random sample of overtime hours, ODCA sought to determine whether hours approved in each agency’s 
official documentation matched hours for which employees were paid. In cases when agencies were 
unable to produce a second level of documentation of approved overtime that matched payments 
beyond what is maintained in PeopleSoft, ODCA could not rule out error or fraud.

Recommendation 7
DCHR should update issuance bulletin 11-88 requiring all subordinate agencies to document 
overtime approvals that match time worked. That instruction should include specific criteria 
regarding the information such approvals must contain and how those approvals should inform 
employee time entry.

DFS has implemented an electronic overtime approval and tracking system that could serve as a 
model for a District-wide system to improve internal controls related to overtime verification.

In early 2016, DFS replaced a paper approval system with an online, electronic system for employees to 
request overtime work authorizations from supervisors. To accomplish this task, DFS created a form in 
Microsoft SharePoint, a web-based collaboration and document management tool that contains highly 
customizable systems. The DFS form allows employees to initiate a request for overtime for the current 
pay period by inputting the hours they expect to work or have worked along with supporting information 
such as the date of the work and a detailed description of the work performed. After entry, the employee 
submits the form to his or her supervisor for review. The supervisor then receives an email notification of 
a request pending and must log into SharePoint to approve or deny the request. 

In implementing the system, DFS experienced some instances in which established, appropriate 
controls were not followed. However, DFS is the only agency in this audit to have implemented an all-
electronic overtime approval system; DYRS, DPW, and DOC all continue to use paper systems. While 
those systems vary in accurately documenting overtime approvals and hours worked, DFS’s electronic 
system provides three key features that can improve the quality of internal controls: 

 ■ Automatic, error-free summation of the total overtime hours an employee worked over a pay period.

 ■ Easy comparison between the approval form and an employee’s timesheet (also available 
electronically). 

 ■ Easy access to records for audits or other investigations. 
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All three elements, in combination with strong policies and procedures requiring a cross-reference between 
the approval form and an employee’s timesheet, help to reduce the risk of waste, fraud, and abuse.

DFS stated to ODCA its purpose in implementing the form in SharePoint was to create an innovative system 
that reduced the time needed to process overtime approvals while increasing documentation. That purpose 
is consistent with the importance of strong internal controls affirmed in the District’s FY 2018 budget, 
which states that internal controls are “designed to provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that 
these objectives [protecting the assets of the District from loss, theft, or misuse] are met within three broad, 
overriding categories:

 ■ Efficiency and effectiveness of operations

 ■ Reliability of financial reporting

 ■ Compliance with applicable laws and regulations”21

The DFS system advances those goals while complying with the spirit of the guidance issued by DCHR. 
The system provides a means of verifying approved overtime hours for an individual employee. It allows 
managers to compare that overtime information with hours entered into the employee’s timesheet in 
PeopleSoft, the District’s personnel management system used to record employee time and attendance, 
to ensure that the District is properly paying for work performed. As such, DFS’s electronic format could 
encourage other District agencies or the District government to embrace an electronic system that could 
further improve internal controls.

To improve internal controls and reduce the risk of waste, fraud, and abuse District-wide, ODCA concurs 
with the conclusion reached by DFS in assessing the value of its electronic system, that “overtime 
requests captured in SharePoint [represents] an innovative management tool, and may be applicable 
government-wide.” ODCA recommends that DCHR work with the Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
(OCTO) to design, pilot, and implement an electronic overtime approval and tracking system like DFS’s 
SharePoint system. However, because not all District agencies use SharePoint, ODCA recommends that 
DCHR implement this system within PeopleSoft. These tools already exist within PeopleSoft, according 
to ODCA’s research and conversations with DCHR, but must be customized and tailored to the specific 
needs of the District’s various agencies. ODCA recommends that DCHR endeavor to put a pilot system 
in place at a test district agency in six months and work to roll out the system to the entire District within 
one year.

Recommendation 8
Within one year, DCHR should implement a module within PeopleSoft that replicates DFS’s 
SharePoint system of electronic overtime approvals for District-wide use. 

To facilitate the roll-out of the system within PeopleSoft, ODCA also recommends that DCHR write 
detailed regulations into the District Personnel Manual (DPM) that require subordinate agencies 
to make use of the overtime approval tool. Timekeepers and time-approvers should be required to 
reconcile overtime approvals with timesheets prior to submission to OPRS, and the requirements 

21. See “FY 2018 Proposed Budget and Financial Plan – Congressional Section Appendix B – Basis of Budgeting and Accounting.” P B-2. District of Columbia Government. 2017.
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should contain clear instructions for follow-up if the two do not match. DCHR should plan to have these 
regulations ready when the system is rolled out and be prepared to train agency human resources 
personnel about the new regulations and how to use the new system.

Recommendation 9
DCHR should promulgate an issuance bulletin within the District Personnel Manual (DPM) to 
accompany the implementation of the electronic overtime approval and tracking system.

DFS did not consistently verify individual compliance with its agency-wide policies and procedures to 
document approval for overtime hours worked in all cases.

Despite the agency’s innovative electronic management system, ODCA’s analysis of a random sample 
of overtime records revealed a few cases in which DFS could not provide the approval forms to 
substantiate payments made to employees consistent with the agency’s policies and procedures or 
the guidance of DCHR Issuance 11-88. DFS’s policies require unit managers and division directors to 
approve overtime in DFS’s electronic overtime tracking system as well as employee timesheets within 
PeopleSoft before authorizing the pay. Of the sample of 44 records, ODCA found eight cases in which 
the total number of hours listed in the agency’s overtime approval forms for an employee did not match 
the number of overtime hours that employee was paid for in the pay period.22 

Of the sample of 44 records, we found eight cases 

in which the total number of hours listed in DFS’s 

overtime approval forms for an employee did not 

match the number of overtime hours that employee 

was paid for in the pay period.

In all eight cases the District paid employees for more hours than DFS could substantiate with overtime 
approval forms. These ranged from a case in which an employee was paid for 6.5 hours of work but 
approval forms only supported 6 hours (resulting in just a half hour of unsubstantiated payment) to 
another in which an employee was paid for 35 hours of overtime but DFS could only provide evidence 
of 11 hours of authorization (resulting in 24 hours of unsubstantiated payments). In total, ODCA found 
74 hours of work across the random sample for which DFS could not provide overtime approval slips 
consistent with its own policies and procedures, representing approximately $3,239 in unsubstantiated 
payments based on the pay rates of the individuals involved.

ODCA notified DFS of these discrepancies. DFS then provided ODCA with a substantial amount of 
additional records. They included email conversations, employee timesheets, and discussions of 
completed work—all to demonstrate that the employees for whom DFS did not have approval forms 
had worked the hours they were paid to work. In some cases, these additional documents resolved the 
discrepancies.

22. ODCA only sampled 44 records at DFS because one of the top five overtime earners at the agency did not have overtime in one of the four pay periods examined for top earners.
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In 4 of 10 of these cases, however, DFS only provided employee timesheets as justification, which is 
insufficient to document whether an employee worked the hours they were paid to work. The reason it 
is insufficient is that an employee’s timesheet in PeopleSoft will always match the hours the employee 
was paid for working because OPRS uses the data entered into PeopleSoft to generate payroll. This 
situation indicates that, while ODCA’s sampling found instances of missing documentation, individual 
compliance, rather than agency policies, are the primary source of risk. In most instances the agency 
had other records substantiating the work performed. 

In conversations throughout the audit process, DFS officials acknowledged to ODCA that missing 
documentation increased risk to the agency. The director’s October 2, 2017, letter, included in this report 
as Appendix A, states that the agency plans to address the risks through improvements to policies and 
procedures requiring cross-referencing between SharePoint, the agency’s electronic overtime approval 
system, and PeopleSoft. The letter also acknowledges the need for the agency to conduct reviews of 
overtime payments to ensure ongoing compliance. 

Recommendation 10
DFS should continue its efforts to strengthen internal controls requiring reconciliation between 
approved overtime and time entered into PeopleSoft for payment and ensure managers comply 
with those controls.

DOC complies with its own policies and procedures as well as DCHR’s guidance on overtime 
approvals. Internal controls are largely sufficient to minimize the risk of waste, fraud, and abuse.

ODCA’s analysis of a random sample of overtime records revealed no cases in which DOC failed 
to provide accurate overtime approval forms to substantiate overtime hours worked by employees 
consistent with the agency’s policies and procedures or the guidance of DCHR Issuance 11-88. Of the 
sample of 45 records, ODCA found two cases in which the total hours listed on overtime approval forms 
for an employee did not match the overtime hours the employee was paid in that pay period. However, 
ODCA’s and DOC’s analysis attributes these differences to human error in tabulation, not a lack of 

required documentation. 

There was one case in which an employee was paid for more time than documentation supported and 
another in which an employee was paid for less time than the overtime authorization forms supported. 
However, both cases involved only a one-hour difference between the documentation and payments. 
In one case, an employee worked 8 hours of overtime and was paid for only 7 hours. In the other, an 
employee worked 39.5 hours of overtime and was paid for 40.5 hours. In both cases, DOC’s payroll staff 
members acknowledged the errors and told ODCA they would correct them. The errors appear to have 
resulted from incorrect hand tabulation.
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Of the sample of 45 DOC records, ODCA found two cases 

in which the total hours listed on overtime approval forms 

for an employee did not match the overtime hours the 

employee was paid in that pay period. However, ODCA’s 

and DOC’s analysis attributes these differences to human 

error in tabulation, not a lack of required documentation.

ODCA, therefore, finds no instances in which the agency failed to properly document overtime approvals 
within the random sample and concludes that DOC likely complies with its own internal policies and 
procedures on approval and verification of overtime. Further, ODCA finds, those policies include 
sufficient internal controls to protect against waste, fraud, and abuse. The agency requires that all 
overtime use be documented on a paper overtime approval slip signed by the official authorizing the 
overtime. That slip is then transmitted, along with all time and attendance reports, to the Financial 
Documents Control and Review Branch (the payroll office) where payroll staff review each employee’s 
hours and tabulate them before approving timesheets in PeopleSoft. ODCA verified, through random 
sampling and review of the overtime forms, that these procedures are being followed. DOC also 
complies with DCHR’s guidance for documenting overtime authorizations. 

The presence of the hand tabulation errors, however, raises some concerns regarding the quality 
of internal controls and the risk of improper payments. Because payroll staff manually adds each 
employee’s overtime hours for each pay period across multiple paper authorization forms, the risk that 
payroll could miscount total hours is an issue. Payroll staff, for instance, might misread a number or 
suffer from fatigue from reviewing hundreds of documents each pay period. Such issues create a risk 
that DOC might overpay or underpay an employee.

ODCA recommends that DOC mitigate this risk by improving internal controls to either detect or 
eliminate the possibility of human error. The agency could take several approaches. While no system 
is infallible, the most efficient way to catch any errors would be to implement a second review of each 
employee’s overtime hours by another member of the payroll team. 

In addition, DOC should transition to an electronic overtime approval system. As discussed, ODCA is 
recommending that DCHR develop and roll out an electronic overtime approval and monitoring system 
District-wide within PeopleSoft. If DOC adopted such a system, it would likely eliminate human error 
in tabulating total overtime worked because the computer system would total overtime hours for the 
pay period automatically. While an electronic system would be most efficient, ODCA recognizes that 
implementation is not wholly within DOC’s control and that a secondary review, proposed above, could 
be an interim option. 
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Recommendation 11
DOC should seek to improve internal controls and eliminate human error that could result in 
overpayment or underpayment of overtime hours, potentially through the implementation of an 
electronic overtime approval system.

DYRS does not comply with its own policies and procedures and lacks internal controls designed to 
verify hours worked before payments are made, resulting in documentation so fragmented that ODCA 
could not get an accurate count of overtime hours worked. 

DYRS maintains three eight-hour shifts at each of its two facilities in the District. Following each shift, 
the shift manager on duty prepares a daily report. These reports contain overtime authorization sheets 
listing all overtime hours worked by employees during that shift. If accurate, these shift reports should 
match the hours paid to each employee. However, DYRS officials were unable to provide ODCA with all 
the requested shift reports, stating they could not locate them. As a result, ODCA cannot completely 
confirm whether DYRS adheres to the agency’s own policies and procedures regarding overtime 
documentation. In most cases the hours listed on the shift reports provided to ODCA did not add up to 
overtime hours paid.

Additionally, the shift reports provided by DYRS were riddled with errors, including misspellings 
of employee names and inaccurate pay period end dates. Many reports were also not signed by an 
authorized approver, calling into question whether the hours listed had been approved for payment and 
indicating that DYRS staff are not following the agency’s policies and procedures in approving overtime.

DYRS also requires that all Youth Development Representatives use an electronic hand scan device 
to enter and leave DYRS’s secure facilities. This process is designed to enhance security and get an 
accurate account of the time those individuals spend within the facilities. Along with overtime approval 
forms, DYRS says the hand scan data sheets are used to verify hours worked. However, DYRS officials 
also stated that employees often forget to sign in or out on any given day. The failure to scan in or out 
should result in the submission of what DYRS calls a “missed punch sheet,” but during interviews with 
DYRS employees, ODCA learned that this submission does not always take place. ODCA reviewed 
DYRS’s hand scan records but could not use them to verify backup documentation for employee hours 
worked because DYRS failed to produce numerous missing scans. 

Additionally, DYRS stated to ODCA that both shift reports and electronic hand scans are used to verify 
overtime hours worked prior to payment of employees. However, the agency could not provide written 
policies and procedures requiring reconciliation of overtime approvals with hours entered on employee 
timesheets or evidence that such a process exists.

ODCA concludes that members of the DYRS staff regularly ignore the agency’s existing overtime 
policies and procedures, which appear to be insufficient to eliminate the risk of waste, fraud, or abuse. 
The agency has not adequately addressed these deficiencies. Both the missing reports and the lack 
of written policies on timesheet approvals raise questions DYRS could not adequately answer on how 
the agency tracks and verifies overtime hours prior to payment. DYRS maintains that shift reports are 
produced each day. However, the agency’s inability to furnish the reports to ODCA—in some cases 
for periods within the last year—calls into question whether the agency retains these documents. 
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The missing reports and lack of written policies create a significant risk of overtime fraud because 
undocumented, improper payments are being made to employees for overtime they did not work.

ODCA recommends that DYRS properly document and retain shift reports, overtime authorizations, 
and missed punch sheets for each instance in which an employee does not scan in or out. DYRS should 
implement additional policies and procedures that require that the shift reports, along with overtime 
approval forms, be compared to hours entered into PeopleSoft prior to payment. Doing so will ensure 
that all overtime paid to employees was properly approved and worked and will reduce the risk of waste, 
fraud, and abuse.

Recommendation 12
DYRS should develop and enforce written policies and procedures for retaining shift reports 
and tracking and verifying overtime hours before time entered into PeopleSoft is submitted to 
OPRS for payment.

DYRS does not accurately track and document overtime approvals, raising the risk of waste, fraud, 
and abuse.

As a result of the missing shift reports, ODCA’s inspection of a random sample of 45 individual 
employee pay period records of overtime use revealed 44 cases in which the overtime authorized did not 
match the number of hours of overtime the District paid these employees. 

ODCA’s inspection of a random sample of 45 

individual employee pay period records of overtime 

use at DYRS revealed 44 cases in which the overtime 

authorized did not match the number of hours of 

overtime the District paid these employees.

Employees in 36 cases received more in overtime payments than DYRS’s records indicate the employees 
worked. In 9 of the 36 cases, DYRS was unable to provide documentation to support any overtime 
payments to the employees. In others, DYRS could provide partial documentation. In one case, an 
employee received payment for 81 hours of overtime but DYRS documentation only supported 48 
hours. In another case, 20.5 hours of overtime were paid to an employee, but DYRS could not provide 
documents to support the overtime payment and instead provided support for only six hours of 
compensatory time (an arrangement under which an employee works overtime but earns additional 
paid time off instead of pay at an overtime rate). In total, ODCA found 277.79 hours of work across the 
random sample for which DYRS could not provide the required overtime approval slips, representing 
approximately $12,840 in unsubstantiated payments based on the pay rates of the individuals involved. 
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In eight of the 45 cases, employees received less in overtime payments than DYRS’s records indicate 
the employees actually worked. One example: An employee was paid for working 33 hours of overtime 
in a two-week pay period, but DYRS documentation indicates that this employee worked 64 hours of 
overtime, resulting in 31 hours of potentially unpaid work.

Overall, the lack of sufficient and accurate documentation shows that DYRS does not adequately track 
approval of all overtime hours or ensure that time entered into PeopleSoft reflects time employees were 
approved for and worked. The overtime request forms provided by DYRS covered authorizations for 
multiple individuals and were frequently not signed by the approving authority, further raising the risk 
that even documented hours might not have been approved. The discrepancies between documented 
and approved work and employee timesheets make it impossible to determine whether the overtime 
payments to these employees were consistent with the work they performed. This situation increases the 
risk that the District may be paying employees for work they did not perform or not paying employees for 
work they did perform. Both possibilities create an ongoing financial and legal risk to the government 
and taxpayers.

ODCA recommends that DYRS immediately comply with DCHR’s guidance in Issuance 11-88, including 
the consistent use of an overtime approval form documenting overtime for each employee. The form 
provided at the end of this report as Appendix B represents a sample provided by DCHR.

Recommendation 13
DYRS should comply with DCHR’s guidance to document approval of all overtime hours worked 
and retain that information in accordance with District record retention requirements.

DPW lacks clear agency-wide policies governing overtime.

When ODCA first approached DPW on this audit and asked for copies of its overtime policies and 
procedures, DPW provided two documents. These documents, titled “Admin Issuance #73” and “Admin 
Issuance #76,” are dated October 3, 1990, and November 7, 1990, respectively. It’s not clear, however, why 

DPW provided them to ODCA for review. Both documents include outdated references, such as an “Office 
of the Controller” within DPW (a division that no longer exists) and a “DS” wage schedule for employees 
(which is now generally referred to as the CS schedule for career service employees). Additionally, Issuance 
#76 states that it repeals issuance #73 in its entirety. When asked whether these policies and procedures 
were still in force, DPW told ODCA that they were not, and that the agency followed the District Personnel 
Manual (DPM). 

During subsequent interviews with DPW staff, audit team members inquired further about obtaining copies 
of agency-wide overtime policies and procedures. DPW then informed ODCA that the agency does not have 
a current unified set of overtime policies and procedures. Instead, each administration within DPW—which 
includes the Solid Waste Management Administration (SWMA), the Parking Enforcement Administration 
(PEMA), and the Fleet Management Administration (FLEET)—maintains its own overtime policies and 
procedures. SWMA and FLEET provided copies of their policies and procedures to ODCA. PEMA failed to 
respond to ODCA’s request. 
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SWMA’s policies and procedures were provided to ODCA in a word document stating they took effect on  
October 1, 2012. They reference the requirement for employees to sign in and out on an “overtime 
roster.” The data from the roster is then entered into an electronic system known as Trakster. The policy 
also requires that an “Overtime Authorization Report” from Trakster be generated and approved by the 
division chief. However, the policy as written is vague and lacks important details, including a statement 
about Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) requirements, a clear definition of approval roles, and details 
about how the administration handles compensatory time in lieu of overtime requests. The policy also 
contains numerous grammatical and spelling errors. 

FLEET’s policies and procedures were provided as a paper copy of a memo from the Fleet Management 
Administrator to the division’s managers and supervisors dated June 23, 2014. This memo requires 
an “approved Form 95” to be completed before overtime is posted for an employee in PeopleSoft. 
Moreover, to obtain payment approval, that form must be reviewed by the timekeeper who enters the 
time into the timesheet for payment processing. Like SWMA, FLEET’s policies contain no references to 
FLSA requirements on overtime or any standard policy relating to requests to substitute compensatory 
time for overtime. 

Overall, these inconsistent and piecemeal policies hamper accountability and make it difficult for 
agency executives to verify that proper approvals are occurring. The unclear nature of SWMA’s and 
FLEET’s policies with respect to important considerations such as FLSA and compensatory time means 
that staff and supervisors do not have relevant information regarding those requirements. This situation 
increases the risk that the agency may run afoul of federal labor laws and/or union contracts. 

Recommendation 14
DPW should develop, promulgate, and train staff on agency-wide policies and procedures that 
require, prior to payment at the end of each pay period, proper authorization, documentation, and 
verification of overtime hours worked. 

DPW does not accurately document approval for all overtime hours worked, increasing the risk of 
waste, fraud, and abuse.

Due to the lack of consistent agency-wide policies and procedures and inconsistent enforcement 
of existing policies, ODCA’s analysis of overtime records for DPW found many cases in which DPW 
could not provide adequate and accurate overtime approval forms to substantiate payments made to 
employees. Of the sample of 42 records, ODCA found 11 cases in which the total number of hours listed 
on overtime approval forms for an employee did not match the overtime hours the employee was paid 
for in that pay period.23 

In nine cases the District paid employees for more hours than DPW could substantiate with overtime 
approval forms. These ranged from a case in which an employee was paid for 68 hours of work but 
approval forms only supported 67 hours (resulting in just one hour of unsubstantiated payment) to 
another in which an employee was paid for 46 hours of overtime work but DPW could only provide 

23. ODCA only sampled 42 records at DPW because one of the top five overtime earners at the agency only had overtime earnings in one of the four pay periods examined for top earners.
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evidence of 10 hours of authorization (resulting in 36 hours of unsubstantiated payments). In total, 
ODCA found 92 hours of work across the random sample for which DPW could not provide overtime 
approval slips, representing approximately $3,854 in unsubstantiated payments based on the pay rates 
of the individuals involved. 

Of the sample of 42 records, ODCA found 11 

cases in which the total number of hours listed on 

overtime approval forms for an employee did not 

match the overtime hours the employee was paid for 

in that pay period.

In two of the 11 cases identified, DPW’s documentation exceeded the hours of overtime worked for 
which the District paid employees. In one case, documentation supported an employee working 35.5 
hours of overtime, but payment records indicate the employee was paid for only 27.5 hours of work. In 
the second case, documentation shows an employee worked 24 hours of overtime but payment records 
only show 16 hours paid. In both cases, the records show hours worked, so it is not clear why these two 
employees did not receive full payment for overtime worked. DPW failed to provide ODCA with sufficient 
documentation to clarify the discrepancies. 

Overall, as with DYRS, the lack of sufficient and accurate documentation shows that DPW does 
not adequately record all overtime hours worked and match that information with time entered for 
employees into PeopleSoft. Unlike DYRS, however, at least some form of accurate documentation 
existed in most sampled cases. Still, the discrepancies between documented and approved work and 
the payroll time sheet make it impossible to determine whether the payments to these employees were 
consistent with the work they performed. This situation raises the possibility that the District may be 
paying DPW employees improperly for work they did not perform, or—as shown in two cases—not  
paying individuals for work they performed, creating an ongoing financial and legal risk to the 
government and taxpayers.

Therefore, ODCA recommends that DPW immediately begin complying with DCHR’s guidance in 
Issuance 11-88, including the use of an approval form documenting each instance of overtime. The form 
provided at the end of this report as Appendix B represents a sample provided by DCHR. DPW should 
ensure its form contains the same information and retain that information for each employee according 
to the District’s record retention requirements.

Recommendation 15
DPW should ensure that all overtime work have an individualized associated approval form 
specifying the number of hours worked by each employee and signed by the employee’s supervisor.
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Additional Auditor Concerns

DPW declined to provide documentation justifying nearly $2.7 million in excess FY 2017 overtime 
spending on sanitation and public space cleaning.

DPW’s approved overtime budget for sanitation related activities and public space cleaning in FY 2017 
totaled $1,667,671 and $1,930,519, respectively. However, the agency spent $3,773,124 on sanitation and 
$2,516,171 on public space cleaning overtime that year, or $2,691,104 more than its budget authorization. 

ODCA asked DPW officials for documentation detailing the specific reasons for these overages and the 
amounts associated with each of those cost drivers. Over the course of several months, DPW declined to 
provide such detailed information despite repeated requests and extended deadlines. DPW officials said 
in interviews and in follow-up documentation that the overages were due in part to public events for 
which the agency had to provide clean-up services, including the presidential inauguration in January 
2017. That information seems to match with the overtime category of “public space cleaning” but 
without additional information from DPW, ODCA could not determine how much DPW specifically spent 
on cleaning.

DPW provided a two-page report that outlines several events for which DPW provided public space 
cleaning in FY 2017 and received some federal reimbursement for overtime incurred. They included “any 
first amendment [sic] protest events, Inauguration, Fourth of July, and suppression vehicle support by 
way of the United States Secret Service.” The narrative stated that DPW “will also clean other citywide 
events, provide MPD with suppression vehicles and support the Mayor’s Office-sponsored events,’’ and 
that those events are not reimbursed but “charged to [DPW’s] budget.”

With respect to overtime budget overages in sanitation collections, removal, and disposal, DPW’s 
narrative made these points:

 ■ Overtime in the Collections division is caused by long recycling routes coupled with increases in 
population and recycling tonnage.

 ■ Employee shortage is a factor in the Collections division. On average 70% of employees are 

present each day which is highly affected by unscheduled leave and FMLA.

 ■ Drivers of overtime at the disposal division resulted from delayed trash collections and problems 
caused by the shutdown of a previously used contractor. Delays in trash routes require the 
transfer station to remain open for the duration to accommodate it.

While the DPW narrative provided some clarification on the agency’s overtime cost drivers, it does not 
include specific cost data highlighting how much DPW spent for individual events or how issues such as 
increased demand on recycling routes have caused more overtime work. 

DPW repeatedly declined to provide detailed information to ODCA on overtime cost overruns related to 
sanitation and public space cleaning in FY 2017. Given that refusal, ODCA cannot effectively assess ways 
in which DPW might reduce its overtime costs. 
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The recommendations in this report are budget neutral or have the potential to generate cost savings 
District-wide over the course of their implementation. Adoption of these recommendations has the  
potential to:

A. Reduce the usage of overtime and the cost to District taxpayers. 

B. Strengthen time and attendance and overtime policies and procedures.

C. Enhance the overtime verification and approval process. 

Recommendation Budget 
Neutral

Potential 
for Revenue 
Generation 
or Savings

Specific Agency 
or District-Wide 

Goal Advanced by 
Recommendation  
(See listing above)

1. Within six months, DYRS should strengthen internal 
controls and prevent abuse of leave by employees 
through additional oversight and better management.

X A, B, C

2. The City Administrator should develop and implement 
an option to secure parking and towing enforcement for 
the DC Streetcar operations that does not require use 
of overtime.

X A

3. DFS should maintain a comprehensive recruitment 
strategy that assesses the barriers to achieving a full 
staff complement (such as availability of qualified 
individuals, visibility of job postings, etc.) and identifies 
solutions that allow the agency to staff up fully by the 
close of FY 2018 (September 30, 2018).

X A

4. DFS should regularly assess personnel needs with 
respect to ongoing changes in the agency’s mission 
or caseload and ensure that the agency’s annual 
budget submission reflects the FTE levels necessary to 
minimize the need for overtime.

X A

5. DOC should continue monitoring overtime use and FTE 
needs to determine whether the additional FTEs in the 
FY 2018 budget are sufficient for the agency to meet its 
mission with minimal need for overtime. If insufficient, 
the agency should inform the Mayor and Council of the 
need for more staff to further reduce overtime costs to 
taxpayers.

X A

Summary of Report 
Recommendations
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Recommendation Budget 
Neutral

Potential 
for Revenue 
Generation 
or Savings

Specific Agency 
or District-Wide 

Goal Advanced by 
Recommendation  
(See listing above)

6. The Council should monitor DOC’s overtime use 
through the budget and performance oversight process 
and, if needed, modify the agency’s budget to allow 
DOC to hire additional FTEs and reduce the need for 
overtime.

X A

7. DCHR should update issuance bulletin 11-88 requiring 
all subordinate agencies to document overtime 
approvals that match time worked. That instruction 
should include specific criteria regarding the 
information such approvals must contain and how 
those approvals should inform employee time entry.

X A, B, C

8. Within one year, DCHR should implement a module 
within PeopleSoft that replicates DFS’s SharePoint 
system of electronic overtime approvals for District-
wide use.

X C

9. DCHR should promulgate an issuance bulletin within 
the District Personnel Manual (DPM) to accompany the 
implementation of the electronic overtime approval 
and tracking system.

X C

10. DFS should continue its efforts to strengthen internal 
controls requiring reconciliation between approved 
overtime and time entered into PeopleSoft for payment 
and ensure managers comply with those controls.

X B, C

11. DOC should seek to improve internal controls and 
eliminate human error that could result in overpayment 
or underpayment of overtime hours, potentially 
through the implementation of an electronic overtime 
approval system.

X C

12. DYRS should develop and enforce written policies and 
procedures for retaining shift reports and tracking 
and verifying overtime hours before time entered into 
PeopleSoft is submitted to OPRS for payment.

X B, C

13. DYRS should comply with DCHR’s guidance to 
document approval of all overtime hours worked and 
retain that information in accordance with District 
record retention requirements.

X C

14. DPW should develop, promulgate, and train staff on 
agency-wide policies and procedures that require, 
prior to payment at the end of each pay period, proper 
authorization, documentation, and verification of 
overtime hours worked.

X B, C

15. DPW should ensure that all overtime work have an 
individualized associated approval form specifying the 
number of hours worked by each employee and signed 
by the employee’s supervisor.

X C
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Use of employee overtime is a necessary tool for every government, including in particular public safety 
agencies with 24-hour responsibilities such as the District’s MPD, FEMS, DOC, and DYRS,

The goal of this report was to provide a better understanding for the Council and public of the drivers 
and risks associated with what have been rapidly growing overtime costs across the District including 
in agencies not typically known for excessive overtime. Local funds spent on overtime rose from 
approximately $40 million in FY 2011 to more than $108 million in FY 2017. That significant jump merited 
a review to assess the extent to which the increases pose unnecessary risks and whether the costs can 
be reduced and, if so, by what means. We conclude that stronger management, more specific regulatory 
guidance, and improvements in policies, practices, and internal controls can provide better protections 
against the possibility of waste, fraud, or abuse of District taxpayer dollars.

This audit of overtime spending by DFS, DOC, DPW, and DYRS required substantial resources from 
the four agencies audited as well as DCHR and OCFO’s Office of Pay and Retirement Services. We 
appreciate the countless hours agency staff invested in providing us with documentation and answers 
to our questions. In particular, we would like to acknowledge and thank DFS for the feedback it provided 
at a mid-point in our audit. That letter, attached here as Appendix A, provided a great deal of context 
for the agency’s use of overtime and steps taken by the agency to date and planned in the future to 
improve processes. We cite this letter as a potential model for other agencies under audit who may wish 
to address issues immediately without waiting for our final results. 

We hope that the findings and recommendations are useful to reduce overtime through appropriate 
oversight and hiring, and improve the documentation of overtime authorizations so they reflect time 
worked and reduce the risk of improper payments. We believe the findings and recommendations 
could be useful for any District agency looking to better understand its overtime drivers and improve 
verification and documentation of overtime worked.

The administration’s response indicates that the agencies have taken seriously our findings and 
recommendations. Of a total of 14 recommendations directed at executive branch agencies, there was 
agreement at least in part with 11. We thank the audited agencies for being responsive, engaged, and 
willing to acknowledge shortcomings and are confident that this spirit of improvement can continue as 
the agencies move to implement our recommendations

We hope the information is useful to the Council and other stakeholders in informing important 
discussions about overtime drivers, spending, and risks during current and future budget deliberations.

Conclusion
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On April 10, 2018, we sent a draft copy of this report to DPW, DOC, DYRS, and DFS for review and 
written comment. DCHR responded with written comments on behalf of DPW, DOC, DYRSA, and DFS 
on April 24, 2018. Agency comments are appended in full to this report followed by ODCA’s response to 
specific comments on this audit report.    

Agency Comments
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We greatly appreciate the responses provided by the Department of Youth Rehabilitation Services 
(DYRS), the Department of Public Works (DPW), the Department of Forensic Sciences (DFS), the 
Department of Corrections (DOC), and the Department of Human Resources (DCHR) and note that the 
administration agrees in whole or in part with 11 of the 14 recommendations.

The administration’s cover letter asks that we change the report title and we have amended the title so 
that it now reads “District Overtime Tops $108 Million; Better Management and Hiring Additional Staff 
Could Reduce Costs.”

ODCA agrees with the administration’s statement that employee timesheets are designed to reflect 
hours worked and that those timesheets are generally approved by supervisors and timekeepers within 
an agency. However, the lack of a separate document confirming overtime approval increases the risk 
of improper overtime payments. This is the central message of the second half of the report and we 
appreciate the administration’s recognition that there are ways to reduce this risk.

The administration’s cover letter also states that ODCA’s sample of overtime use at DYRS was limited 
to staff at New Beginnings (NB) and the Youth Services Center (YSC) which is incorrect. As part of this 
audit, we requested records from the Office of Pay and Retirement Services for overtime payments 
made to all DYRS employees in FY 2016. We followed GAO’s recommended sampling procedure for 
internal controls tests and selected a random sample of records to review from data contained in 12,951 
cases. This resulted in a sample that included many Youth Development Representatives (YDRs) who 
work at NB and the YSC because overtime among YDRs accounts for the majority of overtime worked at 
DYRS. The sample also included a social worker, a cook, a nurse practitioner, a recreation therapist, a 
correctional institution administrator, and an assistant youth treatment manager, however.

In their response DPW cites one more driver of agency overtime related to its aging fleet, an explanation 
that did not arise in our discussion with the agency. We encourage the agency to seek ways to reduce 
this added cost to District taxpayers.

We agree with DPW’s statements that it is difficult to hire permanent full-time staff to conduct ticketing 
and towing along the DC Streetcar route due to “the temporary nature of the funding source,” but 
the funding source is a non-lapsing fund established in the D.C. Code and controlled by DDOT, not a 
temporary source. The transfer of funds is made by MOU between the two agencies. Use of overtime 
could be avoided by requesting additional funding and FTE authority as part of the mayor’s budget 
request to the Council or making permanent the transfer of funds from the Enterprise Fund for 
Transportation Initiatives. 

ODCA Response to 
Agency Comments 
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We are grateful to DFS for their October 2, 2017, letter (Appendix B) detailing steps taken on 
these issues, as mentioned in our conclusion, and have added information to the text based on 
the correspondence. We have amended our recommendations to acknowledge work in progress. 
Specifically, we are encouraged that DFS believes it has addressed the staffing issue discussed in 
the audit and look forward to receiving documentation of this achievement as part of our compliance 
tracking which will be reflected in ODCA’s annual recommendation compliance report issued in January. 
As noted in the report, DFS’s records on overtime approvals were better than two of the other three 
agencies we examined. In addition, the audit emphasizes that DFS’s innovative SharePoint system of 
electronic overtime approvals could serve as a model for a District-wide system based on PeopleSoft. 

We concur with DCHR’s assessment regarding recommendation numbers 7 and 9. We have adjusted the 
language in the recommendations to indicate that updating and promulgating issuances outside of the 
DPM would be sufficient to address the findings in the report.

In their comments DFS refers without explanation to “errors of fact that should be corrected.” We agree 
that errors should always be corrected and that is one purpose for submitting drafts for comment. We 
sought clarification from DFS on April 25, 2018, and did not receive a response prior to publication. 
ODCA stands behind its findings and recommendations. 
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Letter from
Department of Forensic Sciences (DFS)

Oct. 2, 2017
Appendix A
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DCHR Instruction No.11-88 � Overtime � November 28, 2016 11 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

DCHR Issuance 11-88 Overtime Approval FormAppendix B
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